How Social Enterprises and Small Businesses Can Leverage the Crowd: A Look into the SEC’s New Crowdfunding Rules

Time: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
Location: Grifis 213, Kushner Classroom

RSVP HERE

In October 2015, the Securities and Exchange Commission adopted final rules under Title III of the Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act. These rules will permit small businesses to crowdfund for securities without registering the offering with the SEC. The crowdfunding rules serve as a major shift in how small companies can raise capital in the private securities market.

As part of the Public Interest! Week lecture series, Professor Troy Paredes, also former SEC Commissioner how entrepreneurs and small businesses can use the SEC’s final rules on equity crowdfunding to grow their companies. Come join Penn Law Entrepreneurs and Students for Technological Progress for lunch and understand the impact of these changes on raising capital and investing online.

Free. Lunch will be provided to those who register in advance.

Contact Info:
Carl Moon
Carlmoon@law.upenn.edu
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